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Colorado Springs Utilities (CSU), one of the 
nation’s largest four-service utility providers, is 
a citizen-owned and operated utility that offers 
natural gas, electric, water, and wastewater ser-
vices.  CSU provides water and wastewater 
services to a population of 375,000 throughout 
the 204-square-mile region.

More than 27 billion gallons of water a year are 
supplied to its customers. The CSU raw water 
mountain collection system has 25 reservoirs
providing 245,000 acre-feet of storage. Water  
is transported to Colorado Springs through 600 
miles of pipe and natural flow patterns.  Six water 
treatment plants have the capacity to treat
230 million gallons per day (MGD), providing 
service to customers through 1,700 miles of 
distribution mains.  The wastewater collection 
system consists of 1,400 miles of sewer main, 
27,000 manholes, and a 75 MGD wastewater 
treatment plant.

In 1989, CSU began the process of developing 
a GIS.  CSU selected Sun Microsystems as 
the platform environment for creating the GIS.  
Land base was created from aerial photography 
with all utility points premarked with white 
paint.  Each of the four utilities began the proj-
ect of gathering utility features along with their 
attributes and creating coverages using ArcEdit.  
Beginning in 1998, appended coverages were 
used to update the ArcSDE Oracle database 
each night.  With the data available in Oracle, 
linking to other systems—Water Information 

System (WIS), Laboratory Information System 
(LIMS), and Work Order System (RMS)—is 
simplified.

In the water and wastewater GIS systems more 
than 70 percent of the feature positions are 
accurate to within +/– 2 feet.  As designs are 
approved, water and wastewater designs are 
entered into the GIS before construction begins 
to allow the organization to understand what is 
being built.  When construction is complete, the 
designs in the GIS are updated with data points 
collected using decimeter GPS for water fea-
tures and centimeter GPS for wastewater fea-
tures including inverts.  While the main conver-
sion efforts were completed three years ago, 
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work still continues in collecting mountain 
data, water services, cleanup of the database, 
and additional water coverages.  All water and 
wastewater map book sheets are updated daily 
using ArcInfo.

Application Development
All of CSU’s major facilities are connected to 
a high-speed fiber-optic and digital microwave 
network.  The Water Resources Department has 
33 Sun workstations and 12 plotters that are 
located at their facilities throughout Colorado 
Springs allowing users to access GIS data that 
supports construction, operations, and mainte-
nance activities. 
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ARC Macro Language (AML) applications 
have been developed for users to view and plot 
any area of the State, controlling which cover-
ages will be on and the color or the size 
of features.  The map application permits the 
user to turn on background orthophotos and 
to select features by size, material, date, or 
ownership as well as to control the color and 
feature size.  Static water pressure, elevation, 
and water treatment sources are available by 
selecting a point anywhere in the City. 

The user may select a polygon area and retrieve 
all the addresses, hydrants, or water valves 
in any user-specified area.  The users can 
create professional-looking maps, ranging in 
size from “A” up to 54” x 72”, without requir-
ing key GIS personnel to make the maps for 
them—a procedure that had been necessary for 
many years.  The Engineering Division uses the 
application to create single, multicoverage .dxf 
files from any user-specified area with cover-
ages and textual information put in separate 
layers.  The GIS database provides the data 
for completing hydraulic modeling.  While this 
process is manual, plans are underway to auto-
mate this process in 2001 along with providing 
water demand/load information. 

which buildings will be without water.  This map 
application has been modified to work on stand-
alone Windows NT laptops in the field allowing 
maintenance workers to make immediate deci-
sions by isolating leaks and retrieving water 
main size and material information.

The GIS allows planners to be far more effi-
cient in planning water main replacement proj-
ects to minimize the number of water leaks in 
the future.  Water distribution planning meet-
ings are now held using the map application on 
a large projector screen as the primary visual 
planning tool.

David Krenek, P.E., serves as IT supervisor for
Colorado Springs Utilities, Water Resources 
Department.  He has been responsible for the 
development of the water and wastewater GIS 
since the project inception 12 years ago.
Mr. Krenek earned a bachelor of science degree 
in physics from Colorado School of Mines.  He 
is currently completing his master’s in computer 
science from the University of Colorado at 
Colorado Springs.  Prior to joining CSU he served 
eight years as operations director for the water 
and wastewater systems in Vail, Colorado. 

Jerry Butler is the lead GIS/database analyst 
for Colorado Springs Utilities, Water Resources 
Department.  He has been the primary devel-
oper and programmer for the map application 
and for GIS database maintenance and quality 
control applications since joining CSU in 1996.  
Mr. Butler has a bachelor of science degree in 
engineering science from the Air Force Acad-
emy and a master’s degree in computer science 
from the University of Colorado at Colorado 
Springs.  Prior to joining CSU he completed 
an Air Force career and held several software 
development and marketing positions.
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The Water Resources Department averages 
500 water leaks per year due to water main 
corrosion, age, and shifting soil.  The ability 
to isolate water leaks has been added to the 
map application.  This process identifies the 
valves necessary to isolate a leak and displays 
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ESRI’s Team Water/Wastewater/
Water Resource recently spon-
sored a successful joint effort 
between the Storm Water Man-
agement Authority, Inc., and 
Samford University located in 
Birmingham, Alabama.  The 
project included the travel of 
two professors, a GIS profes-
sional, and five students to 
Kenya to aid in the development of GIS and 
the establishment of cooperative and educa-
tional efforts to sustain the system.  The par-
ticular area of mapping interest was the Taita 
Discovery Center located near Tsavo National 
Parks where three primary objectives were to 
be accomplished during this project.  These 
were to locate, process, and consolidate exist-
ing information; develop a comprehensive and 
detailed basemap of the project area; and estab-
lish a system to perpetuate the GIS and encour-
age its maintenance and growth.

The initial location, processing, and consoli-
dation of information were accomplished due 
to the contribution of software and data 
from ESRI’s Team Water/Wastewater/Water 
Resource.  Data was included from several 
sources, and although much of the information 
was coarse, the ability to convey information 
and provide insight to possibilities was not 
hampered.  This was a crucial component of the 
project in both planning and education.

The development of a comprehensive basemap 
was a labor-intensive process and hopefully 
will continue long after outside involvement 

fades.  This process was undertaken using GPS 
technology.  Two submeter Trimble rover units 
were used in mapping the significant features 
of the project area.  Efforts were focused on 
infrastructure and property boundaries.  The 
process included the use of one Trimble rover 
to serve as a base station and to collect data 
for postprocessing differential correction, 
while the other Trimble rover roamed as a 
mapping unit.  This resulted in the collection 
of approximately 112 miles of road, 10.7 miles 
of water pipeline, one pump station, 11 water 
tanks, seven maintained waterholes and dams, 
one airstrip, eight significant landmarks, two 
survey benchmarks, and the property boundary 
covering approximately 173,511 acres.

The last and potentially most significant objec-
tive was to establish a system to perpetuate the 
GIS and encourage its maintenance and growth.  
This can only be done through education and 
cooperative efforts.  While in Kenya, mapping 
exercises, lectures, and comparative data analy-
sis experiments were conducted with a group 
of professors and students from Kenya Poly-
technic located in Nairobi.  These professors 
and students were provided the opportunity for 
“hands-on” learning through the use of soft-
ware, data, and GPS equipment.

The enthusiastic response to this technology 
demonstrates its ability to bridge gaps between 
cultures and continents.  Once again, our sin-
cere thanks to ESRI’s Team Water/Wastewater/
Water Resource.  Their aid and support in this 
project again demonstrates their commitment to 
truly make “GIS our common language.”

For additional information on this project,
please visit our Web site at
http://www.gisconverter.com/kenya.

Mapping the Taita
By Steve McKinney
GIS Database Supervisor, Storm Water Management Authority, Inc.

Locator map of project area.

Teaching Kenya Polytechnic professors and students
at Taita Discovery Center.

Kenya Polytechnic professors and students
at Taita Discovery Center working
“hands-on” with ArcView software.

Lecture in Nairobi to additional Kenya
Polytechnic students.

Mapping of the roads and property boundary.

Mapping of a survey benchmark at Pika Pika,
a WWII battle site.

Illustration of completed mapping efforts.
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In 1995, the Sanitation District No. 1 of North-
ern Kentucky was charged with the mainte-
nance of a collection system encompassing 
more than 1,100 miles of interceptor sewer and 
main trunk line.  Previous to that time, the 
District, which is located in the Cincinnati, 
Ohio, metropolitan area, owned and maintained 
only about 100 miles of sewer line.  “Our pri-
mary role in the area was one of leadership 
as individual cities within the District owned 
and operated their own systems.  The smaller 
cities would turn to the District for resolution 
of larger, more difficult problems,” explained 
Tom Braun, Information Systems manager for 
the District.  “The added responsibility meant 
we had to find a better way to manage our 
maintenance processes.

“Our search for a replacement of the existing 
system included the goal of integrating mainte-
nance management with a geographic infor-
mation system we had already implemented 
utilizing ArcInfo.  We wanted a package to 
track customer calls, work orders, inspections, 
and asset information, which would tie to GIS.  
The Sanitation District serves approximately 
300,000 customers in a three-county area.  On 
average, we expect 35 to 50 customer calls per 
week and anticipate 200 calls during above-
normal, wet weather events. 

“Until 1995, work orders generated from cus-
tomer requests as well as routine preventative 
maintenance were handwritten and filed away.  
The District used a variety of paper processes, 
spreadsheet applications, and word processing 
documents to store system information.  Our 
already-developed GIS was used to map and 
analyze the system, but it was not linked to a 
maintenance management system,” said Braun.

“What we needed was a comprehensive, com-
puterized maintenance management system that
would tie all of this information together so it
could be used by all of our departments,” he 
added.  The selection of GBA Master Series™ 
was based on the software’s interface and inte-
gration capacity, which fit the District’s current
needs, but also provided additional functionality
to accommodate future development of the system. 

“In addition to the real-time tracing tools and 
locate functions, District personnel were inter-
ested in performing historical system analyses.  
Pin maps of sewer odor problems, sewer back-
ups, or frequent flooding problems could poten-
tially help prioritize repair and preventative 
maintenance.  Additional cleaning schedules 
could be developed based on areas of the map 
showing high grease accumulations or root 
growth.  All of these features have provided 
District personnel with the tools we would need 
to effectively meet our infrastructure manage-
ment and GIS needs.

“Communication between the 
GBA Master Series software 
suite, developed in C++, and 
ArcView GIS 3 is achieved 
through a feature called subsets.  
Subsets provide advanced filter-
ing capabilities against the pow-
erful infrastructure and work 
order management databases and 
allow the data to be viewed 
within GIS, while providing spa-
tial filter functionality to users 
creating work orders and routine maintenance 
schedules within GBA Master Series.  Combin-
ing the two uses for subsets to more efficiently 
schedule work provides ultimate functionality.  
Our maintenance supervisors can easily locate 
features requiring maintenance; view those fea-
tures in GIS; and then limit the selected set to 
a specific geographical area to create a work 
order for a crew’s daily work.”

Data Conversion
The Sanitation District was using a legacy 
database to maintain the asset information and 
ArcInfo to create and maintain the sanitary 
sewer maps.  GBA Master Series replaced the 

legacy databases with Microsoft SQL Server
databases and augmented the GIS capabilities by
adding ArcView GIS with GBA Master Series for
maintenance and collection system personnel. 

The first task was to merge the two existing data
sources, the sanitary sewer coverages and the 
legacy databases.  “We have discovered a lot of 
manhole identifier discrepancies while merging 
our data,” explained Braun.  While in the field, 
the crews were using the legacy program to track
asset information, but manhole numbers were not
validated, so they were able to enter inaccurate 
manhole identifiers.  The identifiers themselves 
were usually close to being correct, but the 
formats of the numbers were inconsistent.  The
numbers included leading zeros, leading spaces,
dashes, slashes, and other characters as well as
occasional misspellings.  “By comparing per-
mutations of the numbers in the legacy data-
bases with the accurate values in the sanitary 
sewer coverages, we were able to correct 

Northern Kentucky Sanitation District
No. 1 Uses GBA Master Series™

to Integrate Maintenance Management and GIS

the legacy databases.”  Once these two data 
sources were synchronized, GBA Master Series 
populated the SQL Server databases using 
ArcInfo coverages to create the initial sewer 
network and imported the general asset infor-
mation from the legacy database.

GBA Master Series was then installed at 
the Sanitation District’s site, and the District 
started the task of entering work order history.  
Today, Sanitation District No.1 has input 
almost all the data from the last five years 
of operations into the GBA Master Series soft-
ware databases.  “We kept one person busy just 
looking up history on paper documents,” com-
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mented Braun about internal procedures from 
the past.  Now, historical information is readily 
available simply by selecting or identifying an 
asset from the software program.

Collection Systems Integration
“We have worked really hard to input the data 
as quickly as possible,” said Randy Moore, 
Collection Systems foreman, about the huge 
project of converting details from about 30,000 
historical work orders.  Once the initial data was 
entered in the system, Moore re-created his routine 
maintenance work using GBA Master Series.  
“Now we have the flexibility to schedule work 
by drainage areas,” said Moore, explaining how 
the GBA Work Master® program has provided the 
tools necessary to effectively manage the system’s 
work orders.  The subset functionality available 
in GBA Master Series allowed him to select and 
assign basins to routine maintenance work orders.  
Scheduling work directly from a map allows more 
efficient resource utilization by centralizing the 
work performed.  Once work is completed, 
this work history is available to GBA Master Series 
users through ArcView GIS or the rest of the 
GBA Master Series suite.  “The program provides 
a complete history of each line, all the work 
performed on the line, and a list of all the equip-
ment used to complete each task,” he said.

GIS Integration
While the work history was being entered, the GIS
Department was working to improve the maps.  
The Sanitation District shares data with several
partner agencies.  The original planimetric maps
were created from aerial photos taken in 1985 and
projected on the Lambert Conformal Conic in the
Kentucky State Plane NAD 1927 coordinate system.
The sanitary sewer maps were digitized on top of
these planimetrics.  Recently, the partner agencies
decided to move to a new, more accurate coordinate
system, the Albers High Precision GPS Network
(HPGN) revisions to NAD 1983.  With storm sewer
mapping projects pending, the District decided now
would be a good time to make the conversion.
Coordinate corrections were made in ArcInfo, and
the GIS Department used the GBA GIS Toolkit™

to update the databases with the new coordinates.

The GBA GIS Toolkit is a map maintenance 
utility shipped with the GBA Master Series 

ArcView GIS extension that adds flexibility 
to map maintenance. The software allows 
users to update a map and a database from 
several different data formats including drawing 
interchange files (DXF), shapefiles, and GPS unit 
outputs.  Data quality checks are built into the 
map maintenance utility.  They ensure that the 
data being transferred is reasonable, valid, and 
does not modify previous GPS submissions.

Enterprisewide Usage
In addition to the GIS and Collection System 
departments, other public works professionals
associated with the agency utilize the software on
a read-only basis.  “They can easily get to the
information they need,” Braun concluded. “They
don’t have to be computer literate or a techno-wiz
to use the software and view information.”  

The Future
“I’m sure we are not using (the software) to its
fullest potential;” said Moore, “right now we are
just trying to input the inventory data and determine
procedures for rehabilitation.”  As more infor-
mation is collected through the GBA Work Master
and GBA Sewer Master® programs, Sanitation 
District No. 1 will improve its ability to assess
sanitary sewer rehabilitation needs, find and correct
problem areas, and improve work efficiency.  

In addition to sanitary sewer systems, the 
Sanitation District has purchased GBA Storm 
Master® to track storm sewer inventory and 
maintenance.  Currently, the Sanitation District 
is working with local contractors to conduct 
a detailed inventory of the storm sewer using 
GPS technology.  The District also plans to 
purchase GBA Fleet Master™ and GBA Equip-
ment Master™ to manage their fleet operations
and track equipment maintenance and inventory.
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Satisfy clients that want to integrate GIS, 
ArcInfo 8, and hydraulic modeling.

Haestad Methods has created a way to read all 
types of data from virtually any data source, 
allowing a modeler to use the data in a mean-
ingful way during the creation of a hydraulic 
model.  This new method is applicable to proj-
ects in the water, sewer, and storm industries.  

This innovative method is called GEMSTM–
Geographic Engineering Modeling System.  
GEMS is the first completely integrated GIS 
and hydraulic modeling software package easy 
enough for engineers to use every day, yet pow-
erful enough for GIS/DB staff to exploit and 
even modify!  This trilogy of products, Water-
GEMS, SewerGEMS, and StormGEMS from 
Haestad Methods, is the first of its kind in the 
GIS and modeling industry.

No longer will GIS departments need to dupli-
cate and filter their existing data, send that data 
to the engineers for model creation, and then 
create maps with yet another duplication of the 
data.  The two departments can now work on a 
singular platform, utilizing different features of 
the same, customizable interface, built specifi-
cally for model creation.  Communication is 
improved, projects are finished faster, results 
are more accurate, sharing results is easier, and 
you can track where information is coming 
from and going to.  

The GEMS product line is optimized for the 
ArcFM Water Model.  It extends this schema to 
include advanced water distribution, storm, and 
sewer analysis and design operations.  GEMS 
utilizes the geodatabase and an advanced open 
database schema to give the user access to a 
virtually unlimited number of data types to link 
to and from.  Through the use of the GEMS 
Model GeneratorTM users have the option to 
either build a geodatabase automatically from 
a model or prepare external data for model gen-

eration.  Advanced data simplifi-
cation allows many operations to 
be performed such as reduction 
of network elements in a con-
trolled and repeatable manner.  
Advanced users can use standard 
scripting logic to create custom-
ized schema mapping and mul-
tiple data source connections.
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Stoner Associates, Inc., announces the release 
of SynerGEE Water version 3.2, Stoner’s 
flagship product for the water distribution 
industry.  SynerGEE Water allows you to 
hydraulically validate network models of 
unlimited size comprising pipes, pumps, 
regulators, valves, tanks, and reservoirs.  
SynerGEE’s rich set of features and easy-
to-use intuitive graphical interface allow you 
to quickly build and maintain models; view 
and print simulation results such as reports, 
schematics, and graphs; optimally size new 
mains; design new pumping stations and 
calculate their operating cost; set controls on 
pumps and other equipment; simultaneously 
propagate two substances through a model; and 
exchange data with other applications.

Using Stoner’s off-the-shelf MiddleLink 
integration product, you can leverage the 
value of the data already stored within 
your ESRI GIS to autogenerate a SynerGEE 
model.  Many companies across the world 
have already successfully integrated SynerGEE 
with their ESRI ArcView or ArcInfo GIS using 
MiddleLink, effectively slashing model build 
and update times from months to minutes.

SynerGEE is complemented by a suite of 
modules including the Subsystem Management 
Module (SMM), Customer Management 
Module (CMM), Area Isolation Module (AIM), 
and the Online Module (OLM).  SMM provides 
the capability to extract individual subsystems, 
merge separate models, skeletonize a system, 
or reduce data in a model or GIS extraction.  
CMM provides a link between SynerGEE 
and your Customer Information 
System (CIS), to allow you 
to accurately predict which 
customers are impacted by 
network changes.  AIM allows 
you to determine the impact 
of main isolation within your 
distribution network.  OLM 
enables automatic transfer of the 
latest operational and reference 
data from your SCADA system 
into SynerGEE to automatically 
perform steady-state and time-
varying network simulations.  

You can use results to generate alarms and 
notify you of system anomalies. 

Stoner is also pleased to announce the release 
of the Stoner Solvers.  The world-renowned 
SynerGEE Water, Electric, and Gas engines are 
now available as encapsulated COM-compliant 
components, ready for integration directly into 
your ESRI GIS.  So ArcView/ArcInfo users 
can now be served hydraulic results in an 
environment in which they are familiar.  The 
Stoner Solvers enable you to access the power 
of network analysis as if it were native to that 
application’s functionality.
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The user group committee provides many great ideas toward solving GIS problems in the water/
wastewater industry.  We have the chance to hear about all of the challenges everyone is experiencing 
and see how some areas of the country have found solutions to these issues.  The committee provides 
to those who are getting started as to what to expect and assistance in solving or helping to make the 
tough decisions that will need to be made.

David Krenek
IT Supervisor, Colorado Springs Utilities
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